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The Quick Guide

- Get Photos
- Organize
- Find
- Fix
- Create
- Share
Organizing Photos

- Photo Well
- Organize
- Calendar View
Fixing Photos

- Select the “Fix Photo…” tab from toolbar
Fixing Photos

- Fix Lighting
- Fix Color
- Sharpen
- Red Eye
- Crop
- Filters
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Organizing with Tags

- Label Photos with people, places and things!
Creating Albums and More..

- Album
- SlideShow
- Video CD
- Greeting Card
- eCard
- Calendar
- Photo Book
Exporting Photos

- Export photos for sharing!
- Save photos for archiving!
Exporting Photos

- File Type
- Size and Quality
- Location
- Filenames
- Export!
Continue Exploring!

- Try the different options to see what works best for you.
- A good photographer reviews all her photos, and then gets rid of those that are not useful.
- Work comfortable, there is always a way to undo if you do not like the result.